SCORING AND GAMES COLLECTION
X before Y
One team has to get “X” number of points before the other team gets “Y.” This is most common with Four
before Two and Seven before Three. You can set this ratio to fit your team, and let the starters have a
real challenge to beat the bench players.
X out of Y
The team who gets the most points, X, given the number of balls Y introduced by the coach
X in a row
The winner has the highest number of points in a row. When the team getting the points in a row errs
(including the opponents success in any way) the counter is reset back to 1 (as the one team just got that
point) and the other team works to get the highest number of rallies won in a row.
X in Y minutes
Playing games by time and not score is one option. Playing to see who can accumulate the largest
number of points in each unit of time, with an overall aggregate total at the end is another option.
Criterion
In any game, certain point numbers are designated as criterion points. The first team to reach that point
gets bonus points. You can also “bet” additional points at these criterion points.
Team spelling
Rotationally, team spells a word out loud before tossed ball hit the floor.
Bucket of balls
There is a stated time limit and a set number of balls in the cart. When a ball goes dead, it is gone. The
players have only the balls in the cart to keep going for the set block of time.
Handicapping and Reinforcing
This concept is at the discretion of the coach. Commonly the starters might have to perform something
three times, while the second group has only to get two successes. In any game, you can give 2 points
for the team behind and 1 point for the team leading.
Start in the Frying Pan
Start at 12-12, 23-22, 20-20 or 14-13, etc. - not at 0-0
Bongo
A team must win “X” number of rallies to get a chance to serve for a point on the scoreboard (A
Neville/Beal National Team creation)
Twofer Serves
Each player serves two in a row, no more or less, taking momentum out of the game - and at the lower
levels, eliminating the 15 serves in a row by one server situations.
ScoreFlip
At any time, for learning, competitive and intensity reasons, the coach can reverse the scores. No
complaining, each team must then deal with the score as it then stands, using whatever point scoring
variation being used. Thus the starters might go from a 14-10 lead to suddenly being down 10-14.
Final Point Mountain
You have to score “X” number of consecutive little points to score that final point.

Spell Supercalifragilisticexpedialdocous or IT
This is used in the cooperative and transitional scoring phases, where long or short words must be
spelled out, getting one letter for each three hit net crossing by the at the moment cooperating teams.
Once the word is spelled, the teams can go into competitive mode for that rally and can then score an
actual point, or can continue to cooperate to see what the highest number they can reach together.
Negative Points
A point does not count if a player performs an undesired action. For example, if Sue hits a spike with a
closed fist (and you as coach want an open hand with wrist snap), the rally does not count. Points can
also be taken away for pre-discussed attitudes, or lack of hustle.
Wave Wash
Winners go under net, losing side back row moves off court.
Weighted Scoring
0 for free ball, +1 for a down ball, +2 for an attacked ball, - 2 if not put over net, -1 if not put into
opponents court.
First Ball Killed
The point can only be scored on the first rally, by the team getting the ball while the team defending will
get a point for winning the rally at any time. The wash comes when the team getting the ball puts the ball
away but not in the first rally.
Eternal Rally
Simply keep throwing in balls, monitoring the players fatigue factor, to see how few balls, how many balls,
or how long the team can play in a constant rally.
Scramble
You give each side “X” minutes to successfully score points in free/down ball situations. Unforced errors
can be negative points, while no effort by either side can take the teams back a rotation.
Peer Pressure Goal
Play for one continual minute, with everyone going for the ball hard, and/or everyone staying low , or
whatever a main goal is. Should someone not do the demand, 1. Stop drill,
2. Announce name,
3. Restart drill at zero again.
Time Ball in Air
A set amount of time that no ball can hit the floor, as the whole team must keep their balls off the floor. If
coach sees or hears a ball hit the floor, team restarts the clock.
Hat Scoring
Put all sorts of scores in a hat, 22-24, 12-14, 12-12, 14-12, 21-21, 10-20,20-10 etc. A player draws out the
score and the training session starts with that score.
M&M Chair
Remember vertical targets are NOT right for serving, but they ARE good for Passers. So leave an empty
chair with a tube of mini-M&Ms on it. First passer to hit the chair gets to sit there and slowlyeat M&Ms
until another passer hits him/her and takes his/her place.
Wash Games
Created first by USA National team coaches Doug Beal and Bill Neville, are just one way to enhance how
the game teaches the game. This is done by having the coach add one or more balls into the game

immediately, while players need to learn how to clear the ball off the court fast and safely to be able to
focus on the next ball. An important fact of these kinds of fast added ball drills is that research shows
players get up to 50% more touches on the ball in the same amount of time as in a standard scrimmage.
Equally importantly, the players learn a key game like thing, of competing, with winners and losers in
some manner or form. The higher intensity also teaches each player how to handle a pressure level that
is higher than most matches.
Wash scoring
Is named from the concept - “I paid for lunch and you picked up dinner so it’s a wash.” Thus, in order to
get a point on the scoreboard, a team must win two or more rallies. If one team wins the served ball rally,
and the other team wins the coach-introduced-ball rally, it is a wash. Rally scoring is used, not side-out
scoring. Keeping track of the scoring in this higher intensity situation can be its own challenge. I use my
fingers, raising one or more on the side of the team that has won the little points, before a big point is
reached. Other coaches use the balls being carried to be added in, while others use a team manager or
player out of the game to keep score. The art of coaching includes letting them argue about the scoring,
to see who has the best recall of the team, though the objective it to touch more balls in the same amount
of time, not practice arguing. This art also includes determining which team gets the coach-introduced
balls, as they can be given to the rally losing side, or the rally winning side, and can be given easily or
aggressively attacked by the person putting the additional ball(s) into the court.
See Ya! Tournament
This is an instant winner/single point game run on as many courts as you have available. When you lose
you move on to the next court then at the last court, return to the first court and start all over again.
Scored by whoever has the highest number of one point game wins total.
Monarch of the Court
Otherwise known as Queen of the Court and King of the Court in single sex competitive situations. You
can designate one side that the winning side defends, so that the challenger runs under the net to that
side when they win the one point rally. You can also say that the winning side must change sides each
time to add more conditioning to the game.
Match-ups
Hitter vs. Blocker, Server vs. Passer, Digger vs. Hitter, Setter vs. Blockers
Two vs. Four
The doubles team can hit from anywhere on the court, the four person team can block with one blocker
only and must attack from behind the three meter line.
One vs. one vs. one
Over the net short court
Five vs. Five
Play without a player in position #5 or #6, or in #1, 2 or 3.
Six vs. Three or Six vs. Two
You start three vs. three or two vs. two, the side that puts the ball over after their first three hit rally then
goes to four or six players then on the court. Should the other side get the ball back over also with three
hits, goes to four vs. four or six vs. six. The side that wins get to split up and stay on both sides, the losing
side splits to become the add-ins when the ball crosses the net.
Prisoner Volleyball
Each rally point scored, the winning side gets one of the other side’s players, the player who made the
error or who was closest to the ball as it was killed.

Tip/Hit Scrimmage
You can spike only if a one person block forms, if two or more blockers form, you must one handed or two
handed tip to beyond the three meter line.
Softball
This has as many innings as there are players on one side of the court.
- Each half of an inning is over when pitching team (serving) gets three outs.
- An out is achieved when the batting team (team receiving) either errs or the pitching team stuff
blocks/ace serves/transition kills.
- An untouched ace serve is a double play.
- A stuff block is a double play
- Home Run - batting team kills ball on first attempt
- Triple - batting team gets point before or at the second net crossing of the ball
- Double - batting team gets point before or at the third net crossing of the ball
- Single - batting team gets point before or at the fourth net crossing of the ball
- Any longer rally is a foul ball
- Serves into net are a ground rule double for the batting team
- Serves out over net are a walk for the batting team
You can give any kind of hit or out for actions desired, letting the team define things as the game
develops. (eg, a triple play if no one even moves for a ball, or a stolen base because of the extra hustle or
team play by a the batting team.)
Football
Creating football levels of wash scoring, you get to keep getting the ball, and after 2 successes in a row,
you can opt for a “field goal” getting three points. If the opponents block your attempt however, they “run it
back for a touchdown.” You can wait and go for 6 in a row, thus a touchdown, and then go for an extra
point, or go for two by killing the ball from the back row. Play for 5 or 10 min per “quarter” and switch sides
at each quarter, giving them a 2 min break for “halftime.”
You Da Star
One vs. Six, if the single player can touch it, stays on.
Got the Whole World
Five servers vs. one passer on both sides of the net at same time. If you can touch the serve, stay on.
Golf (shoot for hula hoops)
Keeping track of the number of serves to hit into the hoop/target. Lower skilled players get holed out if
they hit any part of the target. Higher skilled must hit completely in the target boundaries.
Hit or be Hit
Everyone hits the same hit, back row or high outside most often. If ball is hit out or even touches the net,
that player must lay down on other side past the 3 meter line. All players hit until just one is left who then
gets to hit 5 in a row from wherever desired.
Sweets
Kudo candy bars, tootsie rolls, popsicles as pattern interrupter awards. It is amazing how hard a player
will train for a mini-tootsie roll.
Play Sitting volleyball, Special Olympic volleyball, Sepaw Takraw, Doubles, Triples….
just PLAY Volleyball, for that is really the only “drill” that matters.
I have been lucky to do clinics in all 50 states and about 30 nations. Every clinic, we swap ideas as unlike
apples, where swapping gets you just one thing, exchanging ideas gives you both more and more. USA

